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Questions

Do you control your company’s margins 
along the various stages of your business, 
from the purchase of raw materials, 
manufacturing, sort and sales?

Do you control samples whether standard 
(internal and external) or specific by 
customer?

Do you have full traceability of the product 
in all internal manufacturing stages and 
also for all subcontracted work?

Arquiconsult is an information systems consulting 
company based on Microsoft Dynamics technologies, 
formed by a consultants team with great experience in 
such projects operating in Lisbon, Oporto and Luanda.

Composta pela maior e mais experiente equipa de 
consultores, tendo já implementado algumas das mais 
complexas Soluções de Negócio Microsoft Dynamics e 
sendo frequentemente referida a clientes internacionais 
para as suas implementações no nosso país.  

Arquiconsult has the best and most certified (more than 
180 certifications) team working on Microsoft Dynamics 
in Portugal, with nearly 85 consultants in two locations, 
we provide project implementation services to more than 
150 direct customers worldwide. 30% of our revenue is 
already accomplished in foreign projects.

Arquiconsult innovates constantly their o�er and has 
available multiple features for multiple sectors, 
increasing the value of Microsoft Dynamics. CorkVision is 
an example of one of those solutions, which provides the 
best and most complete service to the cork sector.
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The ultimate Solution of the Cork Industry
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The answer to these questions and many others related to your business 
are resolved with CorkVision, the solution designed accordingly to the 
best practices of the Cork industry.

In an increasingly demanding and global market, e�cient and integrated 
control of all business processes and the quality of information are 
critical factors to the success of your company. In an industry with high 
levels of specific and complex characteristics, only a vertical solution that 
is implemented by a company that deeply knows the sector and speaks 
it’s language, is able to successfully respond to the di�erent challenges 
that take place daily. This solution is able to respond to both companies 
with exclusively local intervention, and companies with di�erent 
locations and operations Worldwide.

The experience of Arquiconsult allows us to implement and support 
companies globally, but at the same time deploy locally, in accordance 
with legal requirements and operational requirements. The CorkVision 
solution is global and is based on the worldwide version of the Dynamics 
NAV ERP which is localized for more than 40 countries.

Arquiconsult, in result of the experience acquired in the implementation 
of the largest World companies of the Cork Industry, provides 
CorkVision, based on Microsoft Dynamics NAV ERP, for the production 
and marketing management of cork products companies. With this 
solution it’s possible to increase the operational e�ciency and 
e�ectively manage from the purchase of raw materials through 
manufacturing, sort processes, supply chain and marketing. All stages, 
from manufacturing to the cork marketing, are controlled by CorkVision 
in a simple and easy way.

All these operational processes are integrated on CorkVision in a flexible 
way and, additionally, CorkVision is able to adapt to the specific business 
requirements regardless of their size or geographic location.

Quick access to the information, detailed or consolidated, will provide 
your company a more competitive and e�cient edge, helping to detect 
and to benefit from new business opportunities. CorkVision is not just a 
software solution, it is in fact, a business opportunity to restructure your 
organization, preparing it to new challenges and helping it to grow.

Our Solution

Corkvision Base
Product Configurator

Structure definition within 10 characteristic (product classification 
elements)

Automatic creation of references and product classification

Sales/Purchases analysis reports by characteristic(s) of product

Multilingual characteristic management

Sample Management (Standard and Specific)

Pricing and discounts management (associated to a Product 
Structure / Customer Sample)

Product Structure (Samples) margin management and pricing 
workflow approval

Standard samples management, from production to expedition, with 
costumer/vendor/agent tracking

Sort simulation on the sales pricing creation and on the operational 
sample management

Product Costing valorization per lot 

Corkvision Sales
Brand Management

Drop Shipments (supply chain management associated to direct 
expeditions)

Supply Contracts (pricing management with the triangulation of 2 
sales entities – corporate purchases)

Order approvals (Commercial and Financial)

Packaging management

Specific customer orders management

Automatically transportation invoicing and management of the 
transport cost associated with the shipment (delivery note)

Commission Management

Orders approvals process (price, branding, lot approval)

Centralized sales orders status management

Orders pricing control based on samples

Net margins estimation

Corkvision Processing
Production orders based on product configurator (Build to specs)

Production orders for Lot split or merge operations

Corkvision Sort
Product valorization orders (Sort) with weighted average cost or 
fixed valuation 

Sort simulation for sales profit estimation with proposed lot 
assignment

Estimated consumptions by production order

Templates that allow for faster order entry with repeat orders

Costs/margins forecast through consumptions/sales simulations

Production subcontracting management (purchases integration

The key benefits of the 
CorkVision Solution are:

CorkVision is a 
Modular Solution

CorkVision Base

Includes the basic product management and the product 
configurator structure. The main objective of this module 
is to provide a support to a base product structure and 
reference foundation (article references) that allows you 
to control the various stages and transformations 
through which the product passes along the value chain, 
either in your company or partners.

CorkVision Sales

Presents all the features needed to manage the sales 
structure, including product/customer process 
management and operational integration with the sales 
force (CRM).

CorkVision Processing

Devoted to the production operational management and 
shopfloor control (allows integration with a mobility 
solution).

CorkVision Sort

Either in terms of manufacturing or sales, the Sort 
process is a critical stage of the value chain of your 
company. This module allows you to access the 
functionality needed to make this process a simple 
routine and e�ectively control operations with internal 
visibility.

CorkVision Logistics

Module dedicated to the management of the supply 
chain of your business, materials receptions (with 
labeling bar codes and hardware interfaces integration), 
warehouse storage (with BINs management – physical 
locations) and finally, end-product labeling, packing-list, 
with specific shipment load management, and shipment.

CorkVision Quality

This module is aimed at quality management and lot 
tracking, in material reception or associated with the 
manufacturing process. In additional, the quality module 
also contains an incident management solution and 
scorecards.

CorkVision Raw Material

Controls the raw material acquisition process and 
purchase agreements, and their incorporation on the 
product financial cost, essential for the proper product 
margins management and for the value chain control of 
the company. 
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Corkvision Logistics
Packing List 

Integration with warehouse advanced management systems

Integration with mobile data capture solutions

Packing Labels printing

Expedition consolidated Interface

Retention management against Sample and reservations

Approval process control

Prepared for automated weighing 

Prepared for RFID cards

Prepared for automatic receptions through RFID cards

Corkvision Quality
Quality management (samples for inspection and results) on reception

Quality management (samples for inspection and conformity 
certificate) on expedition

Shipping control procedures that do not allow shipping without 
e�ective quality control acceptance

Quality Certificate Issuing (internals and externals)

Creation of evaluation scorecards based on non-compliance 
management and on basic operational indicators

Corkvision Raw Material
Purchase contract management 

Weight management and conversion profitability between units of 
measure

Contract financial costs and product valorization imputation

Estates Management (Statistics)

Tracking and lot certification

Multi-providers by contract

Payments Management by supplier

Expected costs updated with entries

Product management in any Unit of Measure

Depreciation factors (% humidity) internal and external on entries;

Pre-payments registration

Expected costs accounting on the contract creation

Additional product costs on reception

Adjustment of the entries at the end of the agreement in order with 
the value of contract


